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Abstract Shock wave-boundary layer interactions (SWBLI) are observed in several practical
high-speed internal flows, such as compressor blades, turbine cascades, nozzles and so on.
Shock induced oscillations (SIO), aerodynamic instabilities so-called buffet flows, flutter,
aeroacoustic noise and vibration are the detrimental consequences of this unsteady shock-
boundary layer interactions. In the present study, a numerical computation has been performed
to investigate the compressible flow characteristics around a 12% thick biconvex circular
arc airfoil in a two dimensional channel. Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations with
two equation k-ω shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model have been applied for the
computational analysis. The flow field characteristics has been studied from pressure ratio
(ratio of back pressure, pb to inlet total pressure, p01) of 0.75 to 0.65. The present
computational results have been compared and validated with the available experimental data.
The results showed that the internal flow field characteristics such as shock wave structure,
its behavior (steady or unsteady) and the corresponding boundary layer interaction are varied
with pressure ratio. Self-excited shock oscillation was observed at certain flow conditions.
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Moreover, the mode of unsteady shock oscillation and its frequency are varied significantly
with change of pressure ratio.
& 2014 National Laboratory for Aeronautics and Astronautics. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.

All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Shock wave-boundary layer interactions (SWBLI) are not
only fundamental research topics of aerodynamics but are
observed in several practical high-speed internal flows, such
as turbine cascades, compressor blades, butterfly valves,
fans, nozzles, diffusers and so on. Shock induced oscilla-
tions (SIO), aerodynamic instabilities so-called buffet flows,
high cycle fatigue failure (HCF), nonsynchronous vibration
(NSV), flutter, aeroacoustic noise and vibration and so on
are the detrimental consequences of unsteady shock/bound-
ary layer interactions [1–3]. McDevitt et al. [4] and Levy [5]
performed an experimental and theoretical study of transo-
nic flow over a 18% thick arc airfoil. The results stated
that the shock-boundary layer interaction phenomena are
strongly dependent on Mach number and Reynolds number.
Tijdeman [6] had described the behavior of the transonic
flow around an oscillating airfoil. The interaction of steady
and unsteady flow fields and periodic motion of the shock
were focused in that study. Yamamoto and Tanida [7]
investigated the self-excited oscillation of transonic flow in
a cascade model. The measurements of the shock wave
and wake motions, and the unsteady static pressure field
predicted a closed loop mechanism for the self-excited
shock oscillation. In the same year, Lee [8] proposed and
quantified a feed-back mechanism of shock oscillation for
flow over a supercritical airfoil. It was observed that the
time to take a disturbance to propagate from the shock to
the trailing edge plus the additional time it takes for an
upstream traveling wave generated at the trailing edge to
reach the shock agreed quite closely with the period of
shock oscillation measured from unsteady force spectra.
Alshabu et al. [9] investigated the upstream moving pressure
wave for shock oscillation around a supercritical airfoil.
Time-resolved pressure measurements revealed the unsteady
behavior of these waves and the measured frequencies were
in the order of kHz. Raghunathan et al. [10] performed a
computation using thin-layer Navier-Stokes approximate to
investigated the origin of shock oscillation around a 18%
thick biconvex aerofoil. Results indicated that the shock
induced separation plays the leading role of the origin of
shock oscillation. However, in the review article of Lee [11],
it was concluded that the complete understanding of the
mechanisms responsible for self-sustained oscillations of
the shock waves under wide ranges of conditions, such as
Mach number, incidence angle, Reynolds number, and airfoil
geometry has not yet been achieved.
Recently, Xiong et al. [12] performed a 2D numerical

simulation using Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
(URANS) and Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) to inves-
tigate the transonic shock oscillation over a 10% thick
circular arc airfoil in a channel. These methods could
predict the overall shock oscillatory behavior. However,
the computationally obtained frequency varied considerably
in the range of 50% to 100% with the experimental
frequency of Yamamoto and Tanida [7]. Chen et al. [13]
performed a DES study of compressible flow past a 18%
thick circular arc airfoil. Various fundamental mechanisms
dictating the intricate flow phenomena such as moving
shock wave behaviors, turbulent boundary layer character-
istics, kinematics of coherent structures had been studied.
Moreover, the effect of air humidity on the shock oscillation
around an airfoil in 2D channel was performed by Hasan
et al. [14]. And it was revealed that the non-equilibrium
condensation of moist air reduces the unsteady shock
behavior compared to dry air case.

Though there have been a great deal of researches on high
speed aerodynamics over airfoils, the understanding of the
compressible flow characteristic over an airfoil in a channel
is not completely clear until now. In the present study, a 2D
numerical computation is performed to investigate the shock
wave generation and its behavior in compressible flows
around a 12% thick biconvex circular arc airfoil. Different
compressible flow conditions are considered by varying the
pressure ratio, PR which is defined as the ratio of back
pressure to inlet total pressure. The steady shock wave and
shock waves with unsteady oscillation in the flow field are
captured at different flow conditions. Various aerodynamic
parameters such as time histories of static pressure, root
mean square (RMS) of pressure oscillation and fundamental
frequency of shock oscillation are discussed.
2. Numerical methods

2.1. Governing equations

The flow field in this study is considered to be viscous,
compressible, turbulent, and unsteady. Governing equations
for the present RANS computations are the conservation of
mass, conservation of momentum and the energy equations
written in 2D coordinate system (x, y). Two additional
transport equations of k-ω SST (Shear Stress Transport)
turbulence model [15] are included to model the turbulence
in the flow field. The governing equation can be written in
the following vector form:

∂U
∂t

þ ∂E
∂x

þ ∂F
∂y

¼ ∂R
∂x

þ ∂S
∂y

þH ð1Þ



Nomenclature

c chord length of the airfoil (unit: mm)
E inviscid flux vector in x-direction
F inviscid flux vector in y-direction
f frequency of shock oscillation (unit: Hz)
H height of the channel (unit: mm)
H turbulence source term
Ma Mach number
n number of sampling points
p static pressure (unit: kPa)
PR pressure ratio
q dynamic pressure (unit: kPa)
Re Reynolds number
R viscous flux vector in x-direction
R circular arc radius (unit: mm)

RMS root mean square
S viscous flux vector in y-direction
U conservative flux vector
x streamwise coordinate (unit: mm)
y normal coordinate (unit: mm)
T time period (unit: s)
t time (unit: s)/thickness (unit: mm)

Subscripts

b back pressure
i instantaneous state
0 upstream condition
0l total/stagnation condition at inlet
s shock wave
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Here U is the conservative flux vector. E and F are the
inviscid flux vectors and R and S are the viscous flux
vectors in the x and y directions, respectively. H is the
source terms corresponding to turbulence.

The governing equations are discretized spatially using a
Finite volume method of second order scheme. For the time
derivatives, an implicit multistage time stepping scheme,
which is advanced from time t to time tþΔt with a second
order Euler backward scheme for physical time and implicit
pseudo-time marching scheme for inner iteration, is used. A
time step size of 10�7 was found sufficient for this type of
unsteady computation. The viscosity is considered to vary
according to Sutherland’s law.

2.2. Computational domain and boundary conditions

Figure 1(a) shows the computational domain with
boundary conditions for the present problem. Close view
of arc airfoil with grids is shown in Figure 1(b).

Chord length, c of the circular arc airfoil is 48 mm. The
leading and trailing edges of the airfoil are kept sharp. The
thickness, t and the radius of the circular arc, R are 0.12c
and 1.7c, respectively. Computational domain is discretized
by structured mesh with 60,482 grids which gives grid
independent solution. The typical distribution of wall yþ
along the airfoil upper and lower surfaces is shown in
Figure 1(c). The minimum normal grid spacing was reduced
to 8.3� 10�5c (E4 μm) which gives the value of yþE0.4
near the solid surface. This wall grid spacing can be
considered enough to capture the boundary layer separa-
tion by the unsteady shock waves. The origin of (x, y)
coordinate is located at leading edge of the airfoil. The
pressure ratio, PR¼pb/p01, where pb is outlet pressure and
p01 is the inlet total pressure, was varied from 0.75 to 0.65
successively with an interval of 0.01. The inlet Mach
number upstream of the airfoil was 0.60. The corresponding
Reynolds numbers based on the airfoil chord is 5� 105.
The angle of attack was kept constant at 01. At the inlet,
stagnation (total) pressure and temperature were imposed as
physical boundary conditions and the other variables were
resulted from the numerical boundary treatment through
Riemann invariant.

The exit boundary was constrained with pressure outlet
boundary condition. The inlet total pressure was kept
constant at 101,325 Pa and outlet pressure is continuously
decreased to generate different flow cases. Non-slip and
adiabatic wall conditions were applied at the solid bound-
ary. The pressure at the wall was obtained from zero normal
pressure gradients on the body surface.
3. Computational validation

Before going to the detail discussion, the present
numerical methods will be validated with the available
experimental results. Since the experimental flow structures
are available for 15% thick arc airfoil [14], the present
simulation was first carried out with the same airfoil for
verification of numerical schemes. Figure 2(a) shows the
Schlieren image obtained from the experiments of Hasan
et al. [14] for pb0/p01¼0.70. The same flow case corre-
sponds to pb/p01¼0.69 which is defined as the pressure
ratio, PR in the present study. The numerically obtained
flow field with shock waves is shown in Figure 2(b). It is
found that the flow structures are almost similar to the
experimental results except the locations of shock waves.
For further verification, distribution of time-average pres-
sure coefficient is shown in Figure 3. The solid line
represents the present computational results and open circle
symbol represents experimental results of McDevitt et al.
[4]. The computational results slightly over predict the
value of cp in the mean shock position and the region of the
intense shock boundary layer interaction. The differences
in shock structure and pressure coefficient are obviously
due to the complexities in real flows, the mean flow
non-uniformity and the sidewall boundary layer, which
are never taken into account in present 2D numerical
computation.
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In addition to the above discussion, the unsteady shock
oscillation frequencies are taken into consideration for
further validation. Figure 4 shows the oscillation frequency
for the case of 12% thick airfoil. The open circle symbol
is for experimental results of Yamamoto and Tanida [7]
(turbulent boundary layer case) while the closed circle
symbol is for results from present computation. Both results
shows the same variation of frequency with PR. However,
Figure 1 (a) Computational domain with boundary conditions,
(b) close view of arc airfoil with grids and (c) distribution of near
wall yþ.

Figure 2 Instantaneous flow field with shock waves. (a) Experimental Sc
present computation for pb/p01¼0.69 (15% thick airfoil).
the present 2D computation predicts oscillation frequencies
which are 25% to 40% higher in magnitude compared to
experimental ones. This means that there might be three
dimensional mechanisms that govern the oscillation fre-
quency. Similar observations were mentioned in the work
of Xiong et al. [12].
4. Results and discussion

While varing the pressure ratio, PR transition between
steady and unsteady flow behavior has been noticed. For
higher pressure ratio (PR greater than 0.73), the flow field
is steady and subsonic throughout the entire region. For
pressure ratio, PR of 0.73 and 0.72, a local supersonic
hlieren photograph [14] for pb0/p01¼0.70 and (b) Mach contour from

Figure 3 Distribution of time averaged pressure coefficient.

Figure 4 Relation between shock wave frequency and pressure ratio
(12% thick airfoil).



Figure 5 Sequential contour maps of Mach number during one cycle of shock oscillation for pb/p01¼0.71. (a) t/T¼0, (b) t/T¼1/8, (c) t/T¼2/8,
(d) t/T¼3/8, (e) t/T¼4/8, (f) t/T¼5/8, (g) t/T¼6/8 and (h) t/T¼7/8.
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bubble is formed and the shock waves are weak in strength
with shock Mach number, Mas of 1.06 and 1.16, respec-
tively. For pressure ratio of 0.71 to 0.68, the flow becomes
unsteady. Figure 5 shows the sequential contour maps
of Mach number during one cycle of flow oscillation for
pb/p01¼0.71. To investigate the unsteady shock behavior,
the time period of shock oscillation, T is sub-divided into
eight equal steps. T is calculated at the position of peak
RMS of pressure oscillation (will be discussed latter).
At this case, normal shock waves are observed around
the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil. At the beginning
of the oscillation, t/T¼0 (Figure 5(a)), the shock appeared
along the upper surface only at x/c¼0.72. Compression
wave is seen along the lower surface at x/c¼0.55 at this
time. At t/T¼1/8 (Figure 5(b)), the upper shock moves
slightly upstream to x/c¼0.70 and the lower shock is
disappeared. At t/T¼2/8 (Figure 5(c)), the upper shock
moves further upstream to x/c¼0.64 and the lower shock
is started to generate from x/c¼0.72. Next the upper shock
moves to x/c¼0.60 and its strength reduces at t/T¼3/8
(Figure 5(d)). At this time, the wave at lower surface
gets stronger. In the next half cycle, the upper shock
moves further upstream with reduced strength, becomes
compression wave and finally disappear at t/T¼7/8 as
shown in Figure 5(g). However, the lower shock gets
stronger compared to upper wave in these instants. Thus
the normal shock oscillates alternatively in between upper
and lower surfaces at this flow case. By decreasing the PR
to 0.70 and 0.69, the similar flow behaviors are observed
and flow fields are not shown here for brevity.

For pb/p01¼0.68, a different flow structure is observed
and the sequential contour maps of Mach number during
one cycle of shock oscillation are shown in Figure 6. In
this case λ-shock wave appeared in the channel passage.
Shock waves are always present around the upper and
lower surfaces of the airfoil during the cycle. At t/T¼0
(Figure 6(a)), the λ-shock waves are observed at x/c¼0.76
and 0.68 for upper and lower surfaces, respectively. Then
the upper shock wave moves upstream to x/c¼0.72 and the
lower surface shock wave moves downstream to x/c¼0.72



Figure 6 Sequential contour maps of Mach number during one cycle of shock oscillation for pb/p01¼0.68. (a) t/T¼0, (b) t/T¼1/8, (c) t/T¼2/8,
(d) t/T¼3/8, (e) t/T¼4/8, (f) t/T¼5/8, (g) t/T¼6/8 and (h) t/T¼7/8.
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at t/T¼1/8 as shown in Figure 6(b). At next instant,
t/T¼2/8 (Figure 6(c)), the upper surface shock moves
further upstream to x/c¼0.68 and the lower shock moves
further downstream to x/c¼0.76. Both shock waves change
their shapes but remain at the same positions at t/T¼3/8
(Figure 6(d)). Thus completes the half cycle of shock
oscillation. In the next half cycle, the upper surface and
lower surface shock waves move downstream and
upstream, respectively. The shock movements are shown
successively in Figure 6(e–g). At the end of cycle, t/T¼7/8
(Figure 6(h)), the upper and lower shock waves reached
their extreme positions of x/c¼0.76 and 0.68, respectively.
Thus, the λ-shock waves oscillates alternately in between
upper and lower surfaces at this flow case.
The unsteady shock waves strongly interact with the

boundary layers and generate the flow instability around
the airfoil. Figure 7 shows the streamline pattern around the
airfoil trailing edge during one cycle for pb/p01¼0.68.
Pressure contour is also shown in the figure for reference.
It is found that boundary layer sepration occurs due to the
interaction of shock waves and the separation behavior is
unsteady in nature. Massive separation bubbles are found
around the airfoil upper surface at t/T¼2/8 (Figure 7(c)). At
this time, boundary layer only separates from the lower
surface and there is no formation of separation bubble.
After that, the size of the separation bubble decreases along
the upper surface at t/T¼3/8 (Figure 7(d)). Along the lower
surface, separation characterics intensified in the successive
times and the separation bubble grows in biggest size at
t/T¼5/8 as shown in Figure 7(f).

The mechanism of unsteady self-excited shock oscillation
can be described with the help of Lee’s model [8,12]. Lee
proposed that in case of unsteady shock movement around
airfoil, pressure waves are formed which propagate down-
stream in the separated region. On reaching the trailing
edge, the disturbances generate upstream moving waves
either from the wake fluctuation or from the trailing edge
boundary layer.

These waves will interact with the shock wave and
impart energy to maintain its oscillation. The loop is then



Figure 7 Streamline around the airfoil trailing edge for pb/p01¼0.68. (a) t/T¼0, (b) t/T¼1/8, (c) t/T¼2/8, (d) t/T¼3/8, (e) t/T¼4/8, (f) t/T¼5/8,
(g) t/T¼6/8 and (h) t/T¼7/8.
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completed. Figure 7 presents the separation is unsteady in
nature and alternates in between upper and lower surfaces
around the present biconvex airfoil. Moreover, the wake
fluctuations can be seen from these figures. These separa-
tion and wake fluctuation generates the downstream and
upstream pressure waves alternatively. Though these waves
are not calculated in detail in the present study, it can be
considered that these waves play the main role to maintain
the self-excited unsteady shock oscillation according to the
Lee’s model.

The unsteady shock oscillation generates the fluctuating
Mach number just ahead of the shock wave, Mas. Results
during one cycle of shock oscillation is shown in Figure 8
for the cases of unsteady flows. Mas varies periodically during
the cycle. The shock Mach number varies from 1.18–1.24,
1.20–1.28, 1.25–1.31 and 1.28-1.32 for PR¼0.71, 0.70,
0.69, and 0.68, respectively. Moreover, the Mas increases
with decrease in PR which means that the flow expands
more in the lower PR region.

Time histories of streamwise shock location, xs/c along
upper and lower surfaces are shown in Figure 9 for the
unsteady flow cases of PR¼0.71 to 0.68. The solid line
with circles and cross represent the shock position on upper
and lower surfaces, respectively. However, the dashed line



Figure 8 Time histories of shock Mach number. (a) pb/p01¼0.71, (b) pb/p01¼0.70, (c) pb/p01¼0.69 and (d) pb/p01¼0.68.

Figure 9 Time histories of shock position, xs. (a) pb/p01¼0.71, (b) pb/p01¼0.70, (c) pb/p01¼0.69 and (d) pb/p01¼0.68.
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is for no shock wave. For all the cases, periodic shock
oscillations are observed. For higher pressure ratio, PR of
0.71 (Figure 9(a)) and 0.70 (Figure 9(b)), though the shock
is moving but the movement is discontinuous. At the
instances when there is a shock on upper surface, lower
surface remains with no shock and vice versa. This shock
oscillation is known as Tijdeman type B [6]. The length of
shock excursion zone is 0.17c with mean shock position,
(xs)mean is at 0.62c for PR¼0.71. At PR¼0.70, shock
oscillates within 0.12c and the (xs)mean is at 0.66c. For



Figure 10 Contour maps of Mach number for (a) pb/p01¼0.67, (b) pb/p01¼0.66 and (c) pb/p01¼0.65.

Figure 11 Time histories of static pressure at pb/p01¼0.71. (a) x/c¼0.67, (b) x/c¼0.71, (c) x/c¼0.75 and (d) x/c¼0.83.
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lower pressure ratio of PR¼0.69 (Figure 9(c)) and 0.68
(Figure 9(d)), the shock movement is continuous. In these
cases, the upper surface shock wave moves upstream
towards the leading edge while the lower surface shock
wave moves downstream towards the airfoil trailing edge.
However, the channel passage remains with shock waves all
through the flow oscillation period. This shock oscillation is
Tijdeman type A [6]. Streamwise lengths of shock excur-
sion zones are 0.10c and 0.08c for PR¼0.69 and 0.68,
respectively. The corresponding mean shock locations are at
0.69c and 0.72c.

The flow field becomes steady for PR less than 0.68.
Contour maps of Mach number for PR¼0.67, 0.66 and
0.65 are shown in Figure 10(a–c), respectively. In these
cases, the foots of the λ-shocks are clearly visible both
along the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil. The flow
fields become more expanded compared to PR¼0.68
(Figure 6). The Mach number just upstream of the shock



Figure 12 Time histories of static pressure at pb/p01¼0.68. (a) x/c¼0.67, (b) x/c¼0.77, (c) x/c¼0.80 and (d) x/c¼0.83.

Figure 13 RMS of pressure fluctuations for different PR.
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is increased and the λ-shock becomes stronger successively
with decrease in PR. However, λ-shocks are not moving
with time in these cases. The flow field downstream of the
airfoil trailing edge are more affected with decrease in PR.
The time histories of static pressure at different stream-

wise locations for PR¼0.71 are shown in Figure 11. The
presented solid and dotted lines are for upper and lower
surfaces, respectively. The static pressure fluctuation (which
is produced by the unsteady shock oscillation) increases in
downstream location and reaches the maximum amplitude
of Δp/p01¼0.24 at x/c¼0.71 as shown in Figure 11(b).
After the intense shock-boundary layer interaction, the
amplitude decreases further downstream locations for
example at x/c¼0.83 (Figure 11(d)). Moreover, it is con-
firmed that the upper and lower surfaces shock waves are
1801 out of phase corresponding to shock structures as
shown in Figure 5.

Results of static pressure-time histories for PR¼0.68 are
shown in Figure 12. In this case the maximum amplitude of
Δp/p01 is 0.16 and the location is at x/c¼0.77 as shown in
Figure 12(b). After this point, the amplitude of unsteady
shock oscillation reduces successively in downstream loca-
tions. However, the pressure-time history also confirm-
ed the alternate shock oscillation (1801 out of phase) in
between upper and lower airfoil surfaces as described in
Figure 6.

The flow field aerodynamic instability around the circular
arc airfoil can conveniently be explained by the distribution
of root mean square (RMS) value of pressure oscillation
induced by shock oscillation. The RMS of pressure oscilla-
tion, prms is calculated as

prms ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑
n

i ¼ 1
ðpi�pÞ2=n

s
where p¼ ∑

n

i ¼ 1
pi=n ð2Þ

In the above equation, pi and p are the instantaneous and
mean static pressures, respectively. Results are calculated for
the number of sampling points, n¼105 from 30 cycles.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of RMS value of pressure
oscillation prms=q0 (prms: RMS of pressure oscillation; q0:
dynamic pressure upstream of the airfoil) around upper



Figure 14 Flow field classification for compressible flow around a
12% thich biconvex arc airfoil in a channel at zero angle of attack.
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passage of the airfoil. Figure 13 shows the distribution of
RMS values of pressure oscillation at different PR. It is
found that, for all the PR cases, the flow field remains steady
or undisturbed up to certain position of the airfoil. The
positions where the RMS values start to increase are
x/c¼0.54, 0.58, 0.64, and 0.68 for PR¼0.71, 0.70, 0.69,
and 0.68, respectively. After these positions, the RMS values
increase gradually, reach the peak and then decrease. The
peak RMS values are 0.37q0, 0.39q0, 0.45q0 and 0.30q0 for
PR¼0.71, 0.70, 0.69, and 0.68, respectively. The reduction
of RMS values for lower pressure ratio, PR¼0.68 is due to
the formation of λ-shock wave (with reduced strength along
the airfoil surface) instead of normal shocks in other unsteady
cases. Moreover, the positions where peak RMS value are
observed are x/c¼0.71, 0.72, 0.75 and 0.75 for PR¼0.71,
0.70, 0.69, and 0.68, respectively.

To determine the fundamental frequency of shock
oscillation at the position of peak RMS value (Figure 13),
the FFT is performed and the results have already been
shown in Figure 4. The shock oscillation frequencies are
717 Hz, 780 Hz, 865 Hz, and 940 Hz for PR¼0.71, 0.70,
0.69, and 0.68, respectively.

Finally, the compressible flow fields characteristics for
internal flow around a 12% thick circular arc airfoil at zero
incidence are shown in Figure 14. The shock Mach number,
Mas is plotted againt different pressure ratio, PR. From the
detail computational results, the flow fields can be classified
into four groups as follows: Case-I (for PR higher than
0.73) - where there is no shock waves appeared in the flow
fields; Case-II (for PR¼0.73 to 0.71) - the flow fields with
weak shocks or compression waves (localized supersonic
bubble/s) and steady. Case-III (PR¼0.71 to 0.68) - the flow
fields are unsteady. In this case, shock waves are moving in
continuous or discontinuous manner depending on PR. And
the corresponding shapes of the shock waves can be normal
or λ-type. The intensity of shock wave-boundary layer
interactions (SWBLI) periodically varies during the oscilla-
tion. A loop of Mas (with lowest and highest Mas values)
corresponds to the unsteady shock oscillation can be seen in
the figure. Further, Case-IV (PR lower than 0.68) - where
the flow becomes steady again with λ-shaped shock waves
both along the upper and lower surfaces. The flow fields
downstream the airfoil trailing edge is mostly affected in
this case.
5. Conclusions

In the present study, a numerical computation is carried
out to investigate the compressible flow field characteristics
around a biconvex circular arc airfoil in a two-dimensional
channel. The Mach number upstream of the airfoil is kept at
0.60 with zero angle of attack. The pressure ratio, PR is
varied from 0.75 to 0.65. The computational results are
validated with available experimental data. The results of
the present study can be summarized as below:
�
 The flow fields remain steady with weak shock waves/
compression waves at PR¼0.73 to 0.71.
�
 The self-excited shock oscillation is observed around
the airfoil in the range of PR of 0.71 to 0.68. Unsteady
shock oscillations with normal shocks and λ-shocks
are found for PR¼0.71 to 0.69 and PR¼0.68,
respectively.
�
 The unsteady shock movement creates the transient
shock-boundary layer interaction and thus generates
the unsteady separation. This unsteady separation is
responsible for the self-excited shock oscillation.
�
 The shock Mach number and the positions of shock
waves follow the periodic behavior corresponding to
unsteady shock oscillation.
�
 The flow field becomes more unstable (with higher
RMS values of static pressure fluctuations) for lower
pressure up to PR¼0.69. At PR¼0.68, the peak RMS
value of pressure oscillation reduces compared to other
unsteady cases.
�
 The fundamental frequency of shock oscillation increases
with decrease in pressure ratio.
�
 In cases of pressure ratio less than 0.68, the flow fields
become steady again with λ-shock waves both along
the upper and lower airfoil surfaces.
The findings of the present research can be used for
further clarification of the characteristics of unsteady
transonic shock oscillation around an airfoil for internal
flow applications. Next attempt should be paid to suppress
the shock induced flow unsteadiness for the safe and
reliable operation of high-speed turbomachines.
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